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The city of Seattle denied it broke public records law in its handling of requests for missing text messages from Mayor Jenny Durkan's phone and last week counter-sued The Seattle Times, which has ...
City denies wrongdoing alleged in public records lawsuit, countersues The Seattle Times
Tom McMillan was the Penguins beat reporter for the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette from 1987-92 before becoming the team's Vice President of Communications in 1996. He retired in June following a prolific, ...
A True Historian of the Penguins: McMillan Retires After Prolific Career
The CISO is often in a position where vulnerabilities are known and implementing a solution may result in an insecure posture. Should the CISO say ‘no we can’t do that’ or ‘figure out how to make it ...
CISO Stories Podcast: CISO Business Enablement – Getting to Yes
Finding a Community Need and Creating the Solution A great business idea solves a hole in the marketplace, creating something that solves a problem that no one had previously been able to solve. This ...
Creating an Out-of-This-World Experience
Standard Insurance Company (The Standard) announced today that Jeremy Horner has been promoted to vice p. This press release features multimedia. View the full release here: Horner joined The ...
The Standard Promotes Jeremy Horner to Vice President of Individual Disability Insurance and the Business Transformation Office
“We are excited to have Dan join to help lead our channel strategy ... to Find It This communication may be deemed solicitation material in respect of the proposed Business Combination between ...
LiveVox Hires Industry Veteran Dan DeLozier to Lead Channel Strategy & Expansion
--(BUSINESS WIRE ... M&A moves by LEAF Communications on our road to becoming the largest and best wireless engineering and construction company in the nation,” said Dan Leaf, CEO and president ...
LEAF Communications Announces Strategic Acquisition of CelTeq-HPC to Support Growing Demand in the East
The best way to win public trust, approval and votes, according to communications strategist Dan Villa is to establish ... chairman of communications strategy agency CREATIVILLA.
Communications strategist provides tips on how to win elections
Putting Westamerica on the map Starting out as The Printing Company in Orange County in 1975, Westamerica Communications is a family-owned business that has ... to work together – and as Dan’s ...
Success Story: Westamerica, Doing Business in Unpredictable Times
Christina Erskine has joined Warner Music as its SVP Marketing & Promotions Australasia. With over 17 years of experience in the entertainment industry across Australia, New Zealand and Asia, Erskine ...
Christina Erskine joins Warner Music as SVP Marketing & Promotions Australasia
Together, we build inclusive, resilient economies, so communities can develop effective ways to end global hunger and poverty in a sustainable way. To date, we have supported more than 36 million ...
Global Employees Relations Director
Lawyers for Seattle deny that the city broke the state’s public records law after the mayor’s text messages were missing from a time that included large protests in the city following George Floyd’s ...
City of Seattle countersues newspaper in public records case
For the past twelve years, I’ve taught an MBA course at William & Mary focused on marketing operations, and I often invite industry experts to share their perspectives, experiences, and advice.
Hire, Outsource, Or Develop: How To Acquire The Purple Unicorns Of Marketing Operations
The partnership draws on Flexport’s international client base and Convoy’s North American carrier network to provide customers with seamless logistics services while expanding business capabilities ...
Convoy, Flexport in strategic partnership for end-to-end digitisation of shippers
(OTC Markets: HMBL) has formally announced today a number of strategic advisors. This experienced leadership group will help HUMBL drive forward on both its strategic development and M+A acquisition ...
HUMBL Announces Strategic Advisors
The latest nefarious strategy is using TLS (Transport Layer ... system over the Internet is utilizing TLS encryption to conceal communications and evade detection. That is more than a 100% ...
Using TLS to Avoid Detection is On the Rise
Lawyers for the city of Seattle are denying that it broke the state’s public records law after the mayor’s text messages were missing from a time that included large protests in the city fo ...
Seattle countersuing newspaper in records case
and will lead the business’ Brisbane operations. Power Media Plus combines market experience with digital capability to offer performance digital, media strategy and buying, communications ...
RyanCap acquires Power Media Plus, expanding Ryvalmedia into Brisbane
SOS International has named intelligence community veterans Neil Wiley and Dan Robinson ... s analytic services business. Wiley will align resources and establish the strategic vision ...
SOSi Hires IC Vets Neil Wiley, Dan Robinson as Senior Adviser, VP; Kevin Henderson Quoted
–(BUSINESS ... LEAF Communications, a proven telecom leader serving Fortune 500 clients across the U.S. with a full portfolio of cutting-edge wireless solutions, today announced it is combining forces ...
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